
Real Classroom Ready™

Mobile Tech Stations
(MTS1 / MTS2)

NEW!

Spend less time setting up your tech and more time 
doing what you love—teaching!
Teaching remotely poses many challenges including sourcing all the gadgets to set up the technology required 
to engage, communicate and teach students effectively. These customizable, mobile stations have a spot for 
everything—just connect your devices and you’re ready to go!

Add-ons to customize
The premium model (left) includes all of the add-ons 
listed below and is shown with the optional Speaker 
Mount. Start with the base model and customize the 
station by purchasing only the add-ons your educators 
need based on grade level, subject and what kind of 
tech is being used. 

Base Station includes these features 
(see image in bottom left)
Dewey Document Camera Mount 
90° rotating mount that swivels and tilts to record the 
teacher or be used as a document camera, while keeping 
the device secure. Holds smartphones and tablets.

Ring light 
Proper lighting makes all the difference with online 
recording or streaming and helps the teacher look  
more like they do in real life.

Mobile frame with desktop 
Height-adjustable for standing or seated positions upon 
assembly and includes a power strip. Desktop measures 
24”D x 36”W.

Laptop tray (MTS-LP)

Holds up to a 17” laptop, is height-adjustable  
and swivels.
Stubby Tubby Pull-out Drawer (MTS-STB)

A handy spot to store small items to help keep the 
desktop clear for demonstrations.
Really Big Tub (MTS-RBT)

Primary teachers can store larger props and books  
to keep them within reach.
Pack and Go Whiteboard Easel (MTS-PGW01)

Some teachers are using virtual whiteboards while 
teaching remotely, but for those that prefer to 
demonstrate with a marker in hand (for example, 
writing lessons), this portable whiteboard is handy.  
It can be set up behind the teacher on a table or  
hung from its hooks.

FrontRow Juno Speaker Mount (MTS-SPK)

Improve the sound quality of recordings and 
projection within the classroom (speaker  
sold separately).
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Base Model (MTS2)
(Shown in seated position)

Premium Model (MTS1)
(Shown in standing position)
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